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ABOUT
REGA RESEARCH

Rega Research has been engineering unique solutions to musi-
cal reproduction by creating products of lasting value and high 

performance for forty-seven (47) years. And, we’re proud to say 
they’re more capable now than ever before.

Rega started this year with a slew of new products like the Planar 
10, Aethos, Apheta 3, and the new Ania Pro. Rega has updated the 
Aphelion MC cartridge to the even more extraordinary Aphelion 2, 
which is sure to please those seeking the finest vinyl experience.
 Despite manufacturing disruptions, Rega has recently 
released two new products. The Aria Mk.3 gives the same great 
combination MM/MC phono stage, but in a newly designed case 
that matches other Rega electronics. The much anticipated 
io Integrated Amplifier has also made its debut and has been 
capturing the attention of audio reviewers and critics everywhere.
 We’ve also added additional cartridge and turntable bundle 
options, giving you more options at every price point.

Performance, Durability and Value - it’s the Rega way.
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PLANAR 1 TURNTABLE

With a pre-set bias and a Carbon cartridge 
factory-fitted to the RB110 tonearm, the 
multi-award-winning Planar 1 can be set up 
in under 30 seconds and delivers incredible 
performance well beyond its price tag.

Available in:

REGA
TURNTABLES

PLANAR 1 PLUS TURNTABLE

Rega’s most “Plug and Play” turntable yet! 
This turnable offers the performance and 
style of the Planar 1 combined with an 
integrated phono stage based on the award 
winning Fono Mini. We install our excellent 
Carbon MM cartridge so you’ll have out-of-
the-box instant enjoyment.

Available in:

Black

White

PLANAR 2 TURNTABLE

Beautifully simple to set up, the Planar 2 is 
built on Rega’s stunning acrylic skin plinth. 
Featuring the handmade RB220 tonearm, low-
noise motor and 10 mm glass platter with a 
factory-fitted Carbon cartridge.

Available in:

Red

Black

White

Black

White

MSRP
$475.00Planar 1

MSRP
$595.00Planar 1 PLUS

MSRP
$675.00Planar 2

https://soundorg.com/planar-1/
https://soundorg.com/planar-1-plus/
https://soundorg.com/rega-planar-2/


PLANAR 78 TURNTABLE

The single speed Planar 78 has been designed 
to achieve outstanding performance way 
beyond the expectations of a product at 
this price. Fitted with an RB220 tonearm; 
choose our RB78 cartridge and your 78 rpms 
have never sounded better.

Available in:

REGA
TURNTABLES

Black

RB78

PLANAR 3 TURNTABLE

The iconic Planar 3 comes fitted with the 
handmade precision RB330 tonearm. What Hi-
Fi’s Product of the Year four years running, 
the Planar 3 is engineered to bring your 
music to life. Choose our prefitted Elys 2 
cartidge for a serious performer.

PLANAR 6 TURNTABLE

The Planar 6 has one goal; to reproduce your 
vinyl as accurately as possible. Constructed 
around a unique ultra-light foam core plinth, The 
P6 features the RB330 tonearm and a dual layer 
float glass platter. Choose an award winning 
cartridge for sonic matching at its best.

MSRP
$645.00

$810.00

Planar 78

Black

White

Red

Available in:

Elys 2

MSRP
$945.00

$1,145.00

Planar 3

Exact

MSRP
$1,595.00

$1,995.00

Planar 6

$2,195.00

$2,495.00

Ania

Ania Pro

Polaris
Grey

Available in:

https://soundorg.com/rega-planar-78/
https://soundorg.com/rega-planar-3/
https://soundorg.com/rega-planar-6/


REGA
TURNTABLES

PLANAR 8 TURNTABLE

New high-rigidity HPL laminate Tancast 
8 plinth is the perfect platform for 
the RB880 tonearm, bearing assembly, 
and triple later float glass platter. 
Supplied with custom matched Neo Power 
Supply.

PLANAR 10 TURNTABLE

Using double-braced technology on a 
skeletal Tancast 8 plinth, diamond-cut 
ceramic platter, and hand-polished RB3000 
tonearm, Rega has created the ultimate 
turntable. Comes with matched PL10 PSU 
for perfect speed rotation.

Available in:

Black

Available in:

Black

Ania

MSRP
$3,095.00

$3,695.00

Planar 8

$3,995.00

$4,395.00

Ania Pro

Apheta 3

MSRP
$5,695.00Planar 10

$6,695.00

$9,695.00

Apheta 3

Aphelion 2

https://soundorg.com/planar-8/
https://soundorg.com/planar-10/


REGA
TONEARMS

RB220 TONEARM

Effective mass - Low / 11g
Mounting distance platter center to arm 
hole center 222mm

RB330 TONEARM

Effective mass - Low / 11g
Mounting distance platter center to arm 
hole center 222mm

Available in:

Black

Available in:

Black

MSRP
$395.00

MSRP
$595.00

RB220

RB330

https://soundorg.com/rb220-tonearm/
https://soundorg.com/rb330-tonearm/


REGA
TONEARMS

RB880 TONEARM

One-piece aluminum conical arm, high 
precision wand, high precision balance, 
adjustable anti-skate bias & VTF.

RB3000 TONEARM

Hand polished aluminium one-piece arm 
wand, high-precision zero-tolerance 
bearings, dynamic balance, adjustable 
anti-skate bias and VTF, all metal 
construction.

Available in:

Black

Available in:

Silver (Polished Aluminum)

MSRP
$1,195.00

MSRP
$2,195.00

RB880

RB3000

https://soundorg.com/rb880-tonearm/


RB78 MONO CARTRIDGE

Output: 6.8 - 7.2mV
Stylus: 78 profile
Fixing: Standard, two screws
Coils: High spec parallel wound coils
Color: Black 
Tracking Pressure 1.75g

MOVING MAGNET
CARTRIDGES

CARBON MOVING MAGNET CARTRIDGE

Output: 3.5mV
Stylus: Conical
Fixing: Standard, two screws
Color: White
Tracking Pressure 2-3g

BIAS 2 MOVING MAGNET CARTRIDGE

Output: 6.8 - 7.2mV
Stylus: Elliptical
Fixing: Standard, two screws
Coils: High spec parallel wound coils
Color: Red
Tracking Pressure 1.75g

MSRP
$165.00RB78

Replacement Stylus

MSRP
$65.00

$45.00

Carbon

MSRP
$165.00Bias 2

https://soundorg.com/rb78-cartridge/
https://soundorg.com/carbon-cartridge/
https://soundorg.com/bias-2-cartridge/
https://soundorg.com/bias-2-cartridge/


MOVING MAGNET 
CARTRIDGES

ELYS 2 MOVING MAGNET CARTRIDGE

Output: 6.8 - 7.2mV
Stylus: Elliptical
Fixing: Rega three point fixing
Coils: High spec parallel wound coils
Color: Blue
Tracking Pressure 1.75g

EXACT 2 MOVING MAGNET CARTRIDGE

Output: 6.8 - 7.2mV
Stylus: Vital. Complex fine line micro-
ground from a rectangular diamond billet.
Fixing: Rega three point fixing
Coils: High spec parallel wound coils
Color: Yellow
Tracking Pressure 1.75g

MSRP
$295.00

MSRP
$595.00

Elys 2

Exact 2

https://soundorg.com/elys-2-cartridge/
https://soundorg.com/exact/


MOVING COIL 
CARTRIDGES

ANIA MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE

Featuring a super high-powered, neodymium 
magnet and a coil meticulously hand 
wound on to an iron cross. The Ania is 
housed in a unique PPS highly rigid body 
and features Rega’s Elliptical profile 
stylus.

ANIA PRO MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE

NEW FOR 2020! The Ania Pro uses Rega’s 
advanced Vital profile nude diamond stylus 
for increased surface contact yielding 
greater musical detail and reduced noise 
floor. Housed in a highly rigid PPS body.

MSRP
$795.00

MSRP
$1,095.00

Ania

Ania Pro

https://soundorg.com/ania-moving-coil-cartridge/
http://www.rega.co.uk/ania-pro.html


MOVING COIL 
CARTRIDGES

APHETA 3 MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE

NEW FOR 2020! Featuring a new Fine Line 
profile nude diamond stylus and undamped 
micro mass generator, this handmade 
MC cartridge is housed in a one-piece 
aluminum body for optimized performance.

APHELION 2 MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE

NEW FOR 2020! Featuring a boron rod 
cantilever fitted with Rega’s Fine Line 
nude diamond profile stylus, with a super 
high-powered neodymium magnet and a hand 
wound coil on an iron micro cross for 
exquisite musicality.

MSRP
$1,995.00

MSRP
$4,995.00

Apheta 3

Aphelion 2

http://www.rega.co.uk/apheta-3.html
https://soundorg.com/aphelion-2-moving-coil-catridge/


FONO MINI A2D PHONO STAGE

The latest version of the multi-award 
winning Fono Mini A2D is now available. 
The same circuit in an all-new updated and 
restyled case to bring it in line with the 
rest of the Rega range.

Available in:

PHONO
STAGES

Black

FONO MM PHONO STAGE

The Fono MM phono stage has been designed for 
effectiveness, ease of use, and the accurate 
reproduction of music. The Fono MM uses 
a fully discrete, cascaded, complementary 
amplifier input stage.

FONO MC PHONO STAGE

Fono MC is an exceptionally high quality moving 
coil phono stage designed to maximize the 
potential of any moving coil cartridge. The Fono 
MC features full adjustability for loading via 
dip switches.

MSRP
$175.00Fono Mini A2D

Black

Available in:

MSRP
$395.00Fono MM

MSRP
$495.00Fono MC

Black

Available in:

https://soundorg.com/fono-mini-a2d/
https://soundorg.com/fono-mm/
https://soundorg.com/fono-mc-phono-stage/


PHONO
STAGES

ARIA MK.3 PHONO STAGE

NEW FOR 2020! Housed within a brand-new, 
highly rigid half-width case, the Aria 
Mk.3 features two entirely separate, 
high-performance phono stages compatible 
with both Moving Coil and Moving Magnet 
cartridges.

AURA MC PHONO STAGE

With the Aura MC phono stage, Rega has 
created the ultimate, fully-adjustable, 
three-stage, all-symmetrical moving coil 
phono pre-amplifier designed purely to 
extract the best performance from your 
vinyl playback system.

MSRP
$1,495.00

MSRP
$5,995.00

Black

Available in:

Black

Available in:

Aria Mk.3

Aura MC

https://soundorg.com/rega-aria-mk-3/
https://soundorg.com/aura-reference-moving-coil-pre-amplifier/


APOLLO CD PLAYER

Housed in Rega’s latest custom aluminum 
case to match the new styling of the Brio 
amplifier, the Apollo utilizes Rega’s own 
custom chipset and software offering a truly 
unique level of performance.

Available in:

SOURCE
COMPONENTS

Black

SATURN-R CDP & DAC
The Saturn-R CD-DAC player offers complete 
flexibility and integration into any 
system. Essentially two products in one, 
the Saturn-R houses a high specification 
transport and independent DAC circuit.

ISIS CD PLAYER

Rega’s flagship CD player, the Isis features 
discrete class A operational amplifiers and 
filters optimized for sonic performance with 
twin Burr Brown DACs running in parallel dual 
mono mode. Available in a tube/solid state hybrid 
version for those desiring tube attributes.

MSRP
$1,095.00Apollo CDP

Black

Available in:

MSRP
$2,995.00Saturn-R CDP & DAC

Valve Isis

MSRP
$9,995.00

$10,995.00

Isis

Black

Available in:

https://soundorg.com/apollo-cdp/
https://soundorg.com/saturn-r/
https://soundorg.com/isis-reference/


REGA
AMPLIFIERS

IO AMPLIFIER

NEW FOR 2020! Rega’s smallest integrated 
amplifier that boasts 30-watt of class AB 
power fueled by Rega’s classic toroidal 
power supplies. Its small size can’t hide 
its big sound and is perfect for new 
music lovers just starting their audio 
adventure.

BRIO AMPLIFIER

The critically acclaimed Brio integrated 
amplifier offers 50 W per channel into 
8 Ω and a completely new case to house 
its improved circuits and parts. A fully 
aluminum two-part case improves heat 
sinking capabilities. 1 MM and 4 line-
level RCA inputs completes the design.

MSRP
$595.00

MSRP
$995.00

Black

Available in:

Black

Available in:

IO

Brio

https://soundorg.com/io-amplifier/
https://soundorg.com/brio/


REGA
AMPLIFIERS

ELEX-R AMPLIFIER

The multi-award winning Elex-R integrated 
amplifier improves upon the Brio design 
with a more stringent power supply 
regulation, advanced phono stage of the 
Elicit-R to deliver 90 W per channel 
into 6 Ω, easily capable of driving even 
demanding loudspeakers.

ELICIT-R AMPLIFIER

Providing 127 W per channel into 6 Ω, you 
will never be short of power. The Elicit-R 
combines a FET discrete line level pre-
amp and a programmable stepped attenuator 
volume control, ensuring greater levels 
of performance. The MM phono can be 
switched to a line level input.

MSRP
$1,695.00

MSRP
$2,995.00

Black

Available in:

Black

Available in:

Elex-R

Elicit-R

https://soundorg.com/elex-r-amplifier/
https://soundorg.com/elicit-r-amplifier/


REGA
AMPLIFIERS

AETHOS AMPLIFIER

NEW FOR 2020! The Aethos is a dual mono design using a custom wound 
toroidal transformer and regulated supplies for the sensitive 
amplification and driver stages. The pre-amplifier stage uses 
class-A discrete circuitry throughout. A no-compromise product 
with one goal, to deliver your music as faithfully as possible. 
156 W per channel into 6 Ω.

OSIRIS AMPLIFIER

A no compromise, super high performance, 162 Watts into 8 Ohms 
(250 Watt 4 Ohms), dual mono amplifier housed in a custom 
Rega CNC machined aluminium case. Designed around “minimalist” 
high gain power amplifier and “passive pre-amplifier” circuit 
topology, a passive volume control and a single stage of power 
amplification between the input and the speakers, the Osiris 
offers unrivaled performance and build quality.

Black

Available in:

Black

Available in:

MSRP

$9,995.00

MSRP

$4,495.00

https://soundorg.com/rega-aethos-integrated-amplifer/
https://soundorg.com/osiris-amplifier/


RX1 LOUDSPEAKER

The Rega RX-ONE Bookshelf / Stand-Mounted 
loudspeaker system delivers balance, detail 
and dynamics thanks to a unique handmade set 
of Rega designed drivers and crossovers. 
Stand is for illustration purposes only.

REGA
LOUDSPEAKERS

RX3 LOUDSPEAKER

The RX-THREE’s are a small floorstanding 
loudspeaker with a dedicated side-firing 
bass driver. Bass response and imaging can 
be tuned by adjusting the distance of the 
speaker from the rear and side walls.

RX5 LOUDSPEAKER

The RX-FIVE’s are medium sized floorstanding 
loudspeakers with a dedicated side-firing bass 
driver. Bass response and imaging can be tuned 
by adjusting the distance of the speaker from 
the rear and side walls.

MSRP
$1,295.00RX1

MSRP
$1,995.00RX3

MSRP
$2,995.00RX5

Walnut

Cherry

Black Ash

Available in:

Walnut

Black Ash

Available in:

Walnut

Cherry

Black Ash

Available in:

https://soundorg.com/rx1-loudspeaker/
https://soundorg.com/rx3-loudspeakers/
https://soundorg.com/rx5-loudspeaker/


REGA
LOUDSPEAKERS

RS10 LOUDSPEAKER

The RS-10 loudspeaker uses a BMR (Balance 
Mode Radiator) to handle the majority of 
the audible music spectrum. Assisting the 
BMR driver is the ZRR-10 tweeter, featuring 
Rega’s ZRR (Zero Rear Reflection) technology.  
Foundational bass is created using twin 8” 
woofers housed in segmented cabinets, wired 
in parallel. Proprietary EMS (Environment 
Match Settings) allows owners to adjust the 
sound to their specific room acoustics. 
High-Gloss Cherry adds the perfect touch 
to even the most formal spaces.  Rega 
has created a loudspeaker with the speed 
and phase coherency of an electrostatic 
design, with the wide dynamics and smaller 
size of a traditional loudspeaker.  This 
concept works remarkably well and produces 
a musical transparency normally associated 
with electrostatic loudspeakers.

Available in: MSRP

$12,995.00

High-Gloss Cherry

https://soundorg.com/rs10-loudspeaker/


DRIVE BELT
Custom made high quality Rega turntable 
drive belt. We recommend changing the drive 
belt approximately every five years to 
ensure accurate speed performance.

REGA
ACCESSORIES

REPLACEMENT MATS
For the Planar 3, 6, and 8 choose from the 
original black mat or stand out with a new 
bold Red, Blue, Yellow, or White mat. For 
the Planar 10, get a Black or White Merino 
wool mat.

NEO
Using the DSP generator used in the RP10 PSU, 
the Neo turntable power supply boasts a high 
stability crystal. The Neo features an advanced 
anti-vibration circuit, fine motor speed 
adjustment and the convenience of electronic 
speed change.

MSRP
$39.00Drive Belt

50HZ P7,RP6/8,PL6/8

MSRP
$395.00

$395.00

60HZ

Colored Mat

MSRP
$30.00

$35.00

Mat

Planar 10 $39.00

https://soundorg.com/standard-drive-belt/
https://soundorg.com/neo-turntable-psu/


STROBE
This accessory is designed to evaluate 
the speed of any turntable. The hand-held 
strobe unit generates a 100 Hz pulsed light 
source for use with the supplied 180-line 
stroboscopic disc.

REGA
ACCESSORIES

ATLAS
The Atlas is a premium tracking force gauge 
providing reliable and accurate measurement 
to optimize the set-up of your cartridge 
and tonearm. Inside the durable aluminum 
casework is a highly stable load cell and 
precision amplification circuitry. 

REFERENCE MAINS
High specification IEC and mains plugs. The 
cable is constructed from the highest quality 
1.5mm² copper conductors with fully earthed, 
braided & tinned, copper RF screen.

MSRP
$105.00Strobe

MSRP
$195.0060HZ USA

MSRP
$245.00Atlas

https://soundorg.com/rega-strobe-kit/
https://soundorg.com/atlas-mk-2-tracking-force-gauge/
https://soundorg.com/reference-mains-power-lead/


COUPLE 2
These plugs employ an outer locking sleeved 
RCA to clamp to your amplifier phono 
sockets to ensure the best performance. 
Simply loosen off the silver sleeve before 
fitting, then tighten to maximize contact 
and performance.

REGA
ACCESSORIES

DUSTCOVER
Transparent poly hinged dustcover for Planar 
1, 2, 3. Also available, a dustcover for the 
Planar 6 with a smoked finish, along with 
a uniquely designed cover for the Planar 8 
and 10, which provides the lowest system 
mass goals while playing.

WALL BRACKET
Wall mount available in both black and white. A 
separate wall mount is also available for the 
Planar 8 and 10.

MSRP
$195.00Couple 2

Planar 8/10

MSRP
$225.00

$225.00

Wall Bracket

Planar 6

MSRP
$90.00

$90.00

Dustcover

Planar 8/10 $175.00

https://soundorg.com/couple-2-interconnect/
https://soundorg.com/dust-cover/
https://soundorg.com/dust-cover/
https://soundorg.com/turntable-wall-bracket/


24V MOTOR KIT
Compatible with the Rega Neo and TT-PSU 
external power supply which incorporates an 
advanced anti-vibration circuit and offers 
even greater stability. Not Compatible with 
current Planar 1 and Planar 2 models

REGA
ACCESSORIES

2MM SPACER
2mm stainless shim for older Rega tonearms 
RB250/ RB300 that mount using a nut on the 
underside.

2MM 3-POINT SPACER
This three point aluminum spacer replaces the 
previous plastic spacer and offers better 
performance and support for the tonearm. 
Available in Anodized Aluminum or Stainless 
Steel.

MSRP
$225.00Motor Kit

Stainless

MSRP
$29.00

$39.00

Aluminum

MSRP
$15.002mm Spacer

https://soundorg.com/24v-motor-upgrade-kit/
https://soundorg.com/stainless-2mm-shim-not-for-three-point-arms/
https://soundorg.com/2mm-arm-height-adjustment-spacer-universal/


A VIBRATION MEASURING MACHINE 
This innovative new book opens with an 
in-depth history of the company from the 
birth of it’s founder, Roy Gandy, to the 
present day, detailing the key events and 
the creation of new products along the way.

REGA
ACCESSORIES

MSRP
$49.00Book

TUNGSTEN COUNTERWEIGHT
Replacement Counterweight for Rega tonearms. 
The standard counterweight weighs 100 grams. 
For heavier cartridges, use the 120g Heavy 
Counterweight.

REMOTE CONTROLS
The Rega mini remote functions with all IR-
capable Rega products and offers basic functions. 
For full functionality, upgrade to the Solaris 
remote.

Solaris

MSRP
$80.00

$125.00

Mini

MSRP
$120.00100 gram

$160.00120 gram

https://soundorg.com/a-vibration-measuring-machine-the-rega-book/
https://soundorg.com/search.php?search_query=remotes&section=product


POWER SUPPLIES
The PS2 100mA Power Supply works with your 
current model Planar 1, 2, and 3 as well 
as the Fono Mini A2D. The PS1 350mA Power 
Supply will work for all other accessories 
and units.

REGA
ACCESSORIES

MSRP
$75.00PS1

NEO, TT-PSU REPLACEMENT CABLE

This 2M custom version of the  Neo / TT-
PSU DIN lead is a custom made Power DIN to 
Power DIN. * Only works with Neo or  MK2 TT-
PSU and newer manufactured from 2011.  Not 
compatible with MK 1 TT PSU.

TURNTABLE PACKING
Replacement Turntable packing featuring complete 
box and packing.

MSRP
$40.00Planar 1

MSRP
$40.001 meter

$50.002 meter

$75.00PS2

$75.00Planar 2/3

$80.00Planar 6

$180.00Planar 8

$200.00Planar 10

https://soundorg.com/rega-ps1-psu-replacement/
https://soundorg.com/neo-and-tt-psu-2m-custom-din-lead/


45 RPM ADAPTOR
This stylish Rega-branded record adaptor 
has been designed to be used with your 45rpm 
records that no longer have the centers, 
enabling you to play your old favourites.

REGA
ACCESSORIES

MSRP
$25.00Adaptor

TORQUE WRENCH
Rega’s torque wrench takes the guess work 
out of cartridge mounting by insuring all 
screws are evenly torqued. This creates an 
optimum coupling between the cartridge and 
tonearm.

MSRP
$245.00Wrench

https://soundorg.com/45rpm-record-adaptor/
https://soundorg.com/rega-torque-wrench/


CARTRIDGE TRADE
BACK & UPGRADE

Whether it’s normal wear and tear or a tragic accident resulting in a bent cantilever, 
at some point there will come a time you need a new cartridge. Now, you can turn 

that accident into an opportunity to upgrade!

The process is really simple. Talk to your local Rega retailer and let them know you’d like to trade up your 
Rega Cartridge.

They’ll take your original cartridge and send it back to us and give you a credit equal based on the model 
you trade in.

Then you can apply your credit to the purchase of a replacement cartridge of the same model OR upgrade 
to a higher-end model for the price listed in the table below. Note that the credit may NOT be applied to 
a unit of lesser value.

soundorg.com
1009 Oakmead Drive Arlington, TX 76011
(972) 234-0182

Aphelion Rebuild exchange     Rebuild required. Savings case by case
       
       MSRP  
Apheta 3 Trade-in exchange ($500 MSRP savings)  $1,495  
Ania Pro Trade-in exchange ($300 MSRP savings)  $795    
Ania Trade-in exchange ($200 MSRP savings)   $595   
Exact 2 Trade-in exchange ($100 MSRP savings)  $495   
Elys 2 Trade-in exchange ($40 MSRP savings)   $255   
Bias 2 and 78 Trade-in exchange ($20 MSRP savings)  $145   

https://soundorg.com/news/you-can-exchange-your-old-rega-cartridge-for-a-new-one/
https://soundorg.com/news/you-can-exchange-your-old-rega-cartridge-for-a-new-one/
https://soundorg.com/search.php?search_query=cartridges&section=product

